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Grief.
How do you survive the loss of a mother you thought didn't love you...until it was too late?

Forgiveness.
How do you forgive the person who hurt you the most?

Fear.
How do you survive the person who won’t let you go?

Jealousy.
How can your heart continue to trust the person you thought you knew?

Betrayal.
How many secrets are too many?

Lust.
How can you say no, when your body screams yes?

Passion.
How can you deny a love that has no boundaries?

Slade and Samantha's story continues...

Have you heard the great news??? My Undescribable full series box set is available NOW for pre-order for
ONLY .99 cents. That is 5 full novels, 2 novellas and one brand new novella! Make sure to grab your copy
now!

?Amazon ➔ https://goo.gl/gkhO16
?iBooks ➔ https://goo.gl/LOV7SQ
?Nook ➔ http://goo.gl/4asUqC
?Kobo ➔ https://goo.gl/pe5bli

If you would like to be notified of exclusive teasers, excerpts and release dates please sign up for my
newsletter-
http://goo.gl/4wd9CV
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From Reader Review Unbearable for online ebook

Maria says

 Unbearable  is the second book in Shantel Tessier’s trilogy Undescribable. I loved the first book
Undescribable and was excited to get my hands on next chapters in Slade and Samantha’s lives.

The second book starts right after where the first book left off. Samantha is dealing with all the secrets from
her past and struggling with the death of her mother. Slade is there right by her side and tries his best, but the
grief and guilt Samantha is carrying is heavy. Will their love, passion and love be enough for them to get
through the challenges ahead of them?

My list of ♥ and ?’s for :
♥ Sweetness:  Slade showed that the changes he went through in Undescribable were solid and that his love
for his angel has no ends. His patience, man, I wish I could have had even an ounce of that. This was one of
the many sweet things about Slade in this book that melted my heart.

♥ Fire of passion:  The passion between Slade and Samantha is as strong as always. There are times where
the struggles they are facing are getting in the way and colors their views. But in the end they were always
fighting for each other and I loved that.

? Questionable decisions and reasoning:  Ok. So why did I not love this second installment? The choices
the characters in this book made, pissed me off a lot of the time. Sometimes I just wanted to throw my
Kindle at the wall because of their stupidness. These parts of the book, annoyed me enough to color my
opinions of this book.

I wanted to love this book as much as I loved Undescribable, but unfortunately I didn’t. I put a lot of the
blame for this on myself, as I believe hitting another somewhat cliffy colors my rating and opinions of this
book. I found myself thinking this was dragging and sometimes I thought this would be better left alone with
tops two books. I was also disappointed in how much I found myself disliking Samantha in this book, when I
loved her in the first one. I hope the final installment Uncontrollable will redeem this series though and make
me love it as much as I did after reading the first book.

Victoria S. says

 4.5 Unbelievably Sexy Stars

Reviewed for Give Me Books Blog



The ending to Undescribable left my heart completely split. Samantha faces a devastating loss while at the
same time she and Slade finally confess all the feelings they both have kept inside. My heart fluttered at how
responsive Slade was to be at Sam’s side. But boy am I glad we received more of their story in Unbearable.
Book 2 picks up right from the emotional ending of Undescribable. Sam is more shattered than ever; torn
between sorrow and guilt. Losing someone is beyond difficult to deal with. Shantel Tessier does an
exceptional job portraying the emotions one battles with—Stages of Grief. Where Undescribable ended with
Sam overcome with anger/disbelief, most of the beginning of Unbearable the guilt consumes Sam.

 ”I will forever regret my actions and selfishness.” She wipes her eyes again.
“No one can love someone as selfish as me,” 

This pity party she throws is justifiably understandable and heart aching to witness. Sam had left her mother
behind following high school in pursuit of her dreams of college and a future. When we first heard things
about her mother in book 1 I was completely on Sam’s side, her mother sounded awful, then secrets unravel
and your heart can’t help but break for Sam. She had been kept in the dark for so many years, she had
ignored her mother felt unloved for so long; yet to discover the extent of her mother’s love too late to
reciprocate her feelings and or to rebuild their relationship.

While Sam is a broken mess, Slade is at a complete loss of what to do, being new to the whole boyfriend act.
But damn for someone so inexperience in that department, Slade is a strong, reliable, compassionate,
shoulder for Sam to lean on. Although this man had me sexually frustrated for the first portion of the book, I
didn’t find myself annoyed yet I respected the heck out of him. Sam is numbed by her regrets and pain, so
she tries desperately to get Slade to have sex with her to “make her feel something,” Slade isn’t fooled

Swoonattack right? The only downfall I had was Slade lack of communication with Sam when it came to
turning her down for sex. She was already in a vulnerable state, and the constant turn down evokes all sorts
of insecurities in Sam. In addition, Slade is a helluva sexy protective alpha we already knew that, he craves
being in control in and out of the bedroom; however his need to take care of Sam influences a lot of fights
between the two. There are many times his actions (packing up her old house, moving furniture, etc) is
thoughtful and helpful then over times he comes off a tad suffocating. All he wants is to prevent Sam from
feeling anymore pain which just has you “Awing” out loud but him trying to dictate her working
arrangement has you shaking your head and standing behind Sam 100% “You tell him girl!”

Slade isn’t the only who tries to put Sam in a bubble, her best friend Courtney is full of concern for her
friend but goes about it the wrong way which causes her and Sam to clash. All the secondary characters are
back full force in this book. Shantel does an amazing job using Micah and Josh as a comedic relief those two
men are freaking hilarious yet mature at the same time. Holly was already on my Awesome Gal Pal radar but
after this story I have to have her as bestie!! She and Sam form a stronger connection in this book and
eventually all three Holly, Courtney, and Sam become the Terrific Trio of bffs. We are also introduced to a
new deliciously enticing, mysteriously intriguing, tatted hotness of a man—Tate. Shantel definitely succeeds
in meshing in Tate, making his presence known, while being sure not to steal the spotlight from Slade and
Sam’s story but embedding him in the back of your mind “He has to get his own story” constantly goes
through your head.

The beginning-middle does progress slowly but then our kick ass strong independent Sam pulls herself out of
her rut and realizes beating herself up isn’t the way to live. Things get leg squirming hot, steam fogs up your
kindle screen; Slade and Sam finally get on the same page. He can see she really is trying to move forward.



Holy panty wetting, this man’s mouth *I’m drooling too much to form words*

 ”Wake up and come for me….I want you to spend all day today remembering that I fucked you
senseless.”

*Hands raised* Um can I be woke up like that? Screw alarms I want Slade Long to wake me up!!
Things haven’t been simple for Slade and Sam, so it should as no surprise that just when things seem to
sailing that road blocks appear; blocks in the form of Slade’s whorish past. Sam amazes me, she is aware of
the playboy past of Slade’s and she learned to accept it. Jealousy doesn’t rear its head often from her, and if
it does she deals with it maturely in my eyes rather than going all “Bitch fit” she gets over it quickly and if
she not Slade helps her get over it

  “I love when you’re like this…All pissy and needing me to remind you where your place is.”

“Where’s that?”

His eyes lock on mine and they look hard.  “Wherever I want you,”  he says blandly and it turns me on even
more.  “On your knees before me. Flat on your back underneath me. Or on all fours as I’m behind you.”

Now don’t get the wrong idea, Slade doesn’t solve everything with sex (even though this man is amazing in
bed) he also uses his heart melting words to reassure Sam of his feelings

 ”The only thing I have ever done right when it came to woman was fall in love with you.”

Secrets continue to plague the couple as do threats. Also, there are people from both Sam and Slade’s past
that do not want to see these two happy. Both Slade and Sam keep things from one another, Sam more so.
There were many fights that could have been avoided if these two communicated better; however, both so
worried about the other they put the safety and sanity of the other before their own.

Shantel Tessier keeps you on edge from midway through to the ending. Her writing continues to blow me
away. The emotions are described with such perfection you yourself experience what the characters feel. Not
only do you see growth from both Sam and Slade but the progression of their relationship is realistic. Their
love truly does have battles to conquer; portraying the complexities of a real relationship. Nothing comes
easy for these two, life can be unfair, people can meddle, but as long as you have love it’s all worth the fight.
But their tests are far from over, your heart swells with joy for this couple toward the end, then BAM a
person from left field comes out to play leaving you with anxiety of what is come in book 3. I NEED
Uncontrollable now please Shantel! Patience is not a virtue I have mastered. I definitely recommend this
series. I cannot wait to see how Slade and Sam’s story ends. These two deserve nothing less than a HEA!

**Received ARC in exchange for honest review**

Carol Parker says

The content was too detailed, going into detail about things that were immature. Also found it boring as an
adult reader



Ashley says

Slow at times but overall good. The story isn't done yet as there is a book 3. Excited to see where the
secondary characters go in it.

Christy says

Damn You Shantel!!! Gah,Is all I can say!!
 **ARC**

Rating is 5 out of 5 Life’s Twists & Turns

I can not even begin to explain the crazy set of emotions that I had while reading. I was all over the place
with my gut of emotions shifting at every chapter. Shantel really kept the story alive and going in this
book. And when I was finally finished reading it took me a few days to overcome the quake of emotions. I
went through the 7 stages of Denial when this was finished. I did not see the Twists she wrote into this
book coming at all!

Samantha is trying to come to terms with her mothers death. She is trying to get answers to questions that
are haunting her at night, and she wants to know why her childhood friend Tate is at her door telling her
that he was there to care for her mom while she was sick and that he has stalked her from high school
graduation until a few weeks ago.
Samantha is trying to take care of things on her own with her life right now and it is pissing Slade off and
pushing him further away from her. Sam starts to get calls and text messages from someone telling her that
Slade is cheating on her, and that he doesn’t love her and will eventually leave her. She goes on a hunt to
find out who this person is and hopes that she will not lose Slade with all the secrets she is creating in the
meantime.

Slade has no idea how to help Samantha overcome the loss of her mother, but he knows one thing that is for
sure, Tate will not be coming around his Angel ever again. The grief he is causing her with all the lies he is
saying is only making Slade want to protect Samantha even more. He knows that he wants to marry her one
day and start a family. Slade never thought he would be to this point in his life with a woman, well that is
until Angel walked into his life. He just wants to make her happy and help her feel safe and loved, so he is
not understanding why she is determined to push him away and keep secrets from him, knowing he will
eventually find out what she is doing and why.

Tate needs to tell Samantha the truth about her family. The reason her mom kept her at bay, why her dad
helped her mom financially and the secret he knows that will change the way the future is played out when it
comes to their friendship. Tate will always feel the need to protect Samantha. He has protected her for as
long as he can remember and if becoming friends with Slade is what he needs to do in order to be around
her, he will do that. He just wants her to know the truth about everything.



Casey Peeler says

Slade and Sam's story ends on a very heartbreaking note in Undescribable. Sam has just lost her mother, and
is completely alone & broken until she finally realizes that she isn't alone because Slade loves all of her.

What happens when someone passes? How do you move on? What happens when the mother you thought
hated you didn't, and now you feel like the most selfish person that ever existed? These are all questions that
Sam asks herself, and has to try to move forward.

Even though Sam has no more family, she has support from Slade, the Long family, and their friends. What
she does have a hard time with is her best friend, Courtney. She thinks she knows everything and can't
understand that Sam is "okay." There were times I just wanted to yell or slap her myself!

Slade, oh Slade, is still the hot guy he was in book one, but he is genuinely in love with Sam. That makes me
love him even more! He is possessive of her to a fault at time, but does what he thinks she needs. There is a
side of him that comes out that I wasn't so sure of to start, but it fits Slade and Sam's relationship. They both
need each other, and Sam loves the control that Slade has over her in the bedroom.

There are a few new characters in Unbearable. Tate is the one that will stand out, and leave your head
spinning. Seriously, Shantel, I knew there had to be something about him in Sam's past, but I couldn't quite
put my finger on it! That was a good one, and I can't wait to see what else unfolds.

Missy, I just love her! I just keep hoping that she gets her forever with a certain someone. *hint*

Jessica that B**** needs to get over herself and Slade! I think I would have lost it long before Sam. But it
works out for the best.

There are several events within the book that will leave you hot, wanting more, crying, hoping that Slade and
Sam get their forever, and an undercurrent of freaky events that will have you questioning everyone. I will
say that Slade stole my heart with an event in NYC, but the book ends with an WTF moment. You will be
begging for Uncontrollable. 5 starts easily for Unbearable!

Charlie ✰ WLTB Blog ✰ says

Samantha is trying to come to terms with her mothers death.

I understand she is grieving but she was getting on my nerves pushing Slade away, BTW where can i get me
a Slade that man is so swoon worthy. Slade is trying his best to help her and really has no idea how too. A
few family secrets come out in this book. this one is so good. make sure you read book 1 first. to understand
the story. another well written book from Shantel.
a childhood friend reappears leaving her with more questions. which do get answered.
On to book 3

I like all the characters well apart couple I dislike.



Danielle says

I was hoping this was going to be Josh&Courtneys story :( but that's okay,maybe in the future (fingers
crossed). Anywho Looking forward to more Slade&Sam aka 'Angel' :) oh and if anybody knows where I can
find my very own Slade...do not hesitate to inbox me LOL

Joanna says

Just like the synopsis says... it is filled with grief, forgiveness, fear, jealousy, betrayal, and lust! It doesn't
cover the HOTNESS that you get also. So let me add that one for you.

This is book two in the Undescribable series and I so loved it... maybe not as much as I loved book 1, but it
is high on the list. In this one you feel the sadness and GRIEF that Sam is going through after losing her
mother.
You feel the FORGIVENESS that both she and Slade have for each other, and Sam has for her mother. I felt
the FEAR when I wasn't sure how this relationship would survive what they have to go through and the
JEALOUSY that Sam has over Slade's past and someone who appears from Sam's past. It is fun seeing how
Slade handles his jealousy.

You feel the BETRAYAL from someone who is from Slades past. Someone who tries to tear apart their
relationship. And the lust, well the LUST is just pure HOT. I don't know if I would use the term LUST. It is
HOLY HOTNESS at it's finest.

You get introduced to a few new characters in this story, and I just can't wait to see where book 3 will go. I
believe it is going to go in Tate's direction. I sure hope it does because Tate sounds like a tattooed,
motorcycle riding, hot male on a stick. So I can only hope we get more of Tate in book 3. What you find out
about him in this one... leaves you wanting more.

I highly recommend this book to those who are looking for something different. You must read book 1 to
know what book 2 is talking about.

Alaina-Jeneesbookblog says

“I promise to fight for us, no matter how hard our life gets. Cause life without you….” He closes his eyes as
if in pain. “It would be unbearable.” He opens his eyes. “I’m in love with you, Angel.”

Unbearable picks up where Undescribable left off. Samantha's mother has passed away and we find she and
Slade staying in her mothers home while packing the house up and making funeral arrangements. Samantha
is having a very hard time with things and her emotions are both all over the place. Slade tries his best to be
there for Samantha but it seems like everything he does just isn't good enough. But he makes it his mission to
keep his angel as comfortable as possible.

As if that weren't difficult enough, people for their past come into play and the claws come out full force. We



meet Tate, a childhood friend from Samantha's past who shows up out of nowhere. Slade is none too pleased
with the fact that Tate makes himself readily available to Samantha, but he learns to control his emotions for
his angel. It isn't until Tate confides in Slade about a profound family secret, which involves Samantha, that
he begins to accept Tate. Then theirs crazy Jessica from Slade's playboy days... Yea, she makes her
appearance and gives one last ditch effort at coming between Slade and Samantha. I still want to shank that
BEYOTCH!

Can I just say, I LOVE SLADE so much more now!!!!! As if that were even possible!!! We get to see a
much softer side to him in Unbearable and his love for Samantha is REAL! He was 100% devoted to her
every need and he really manned up. Now was he perfect? No...but no one is! I wish I could have said the
same for Samantha though. I felt like she bitched and complained the entire book and I found myself
teetering on the edge of not liking her. But she does tend to redeem herself towards the end of the book.
Overall, I do believe Slade and Samantha grew leaps and bounds as a couple and I cant wait to see how they
blossom even more in the next book in the series. I want some Slademantha babies!!

I love a book with strong supporting characters and Unbearable had just that! I liked getting to know Slade's
family more but my favorite was getting to know yummy Tate. In fact, the author is writing a book about
Tate and his HEA! Super excited for it!!

Shantel Tessier definitely delivered in Unbearable! I gave it 4.5 stars!

Karen says

I ABSOLUTELY LOVED THIS BOOK AND IT WAS PRETTY EMOTIONAL SO HAVE SOME
TISSUES HANDY.

PLEASE DON'T KEEP US WAITING TOOOO LONG FOR THE FOLLOW UP AS THE SUSPENSE IS
KILLING ME.

YOU ARE A VERY CRYPTIC AUTHOR BUT A GREAT ONE TOO!!!

10/10

Jennifer says

Well I was given a copy of this book to review and to get the back story read book 1, Undescribable. Upon
finishing that I just had to jump straight into this!!

It was a lovely book, though I found myself wanting to slap both characters at times. Sam for not seeing why
Slade was doing what he was doing and Slade for not making clear why he was doing what he was doing!
Seriously at times I just wanted to bang both of their heads together and yell 'communicate people'!

Besides that it shows a clear progression on their relationship, a relationship that is steamy as well as being
rocky purely from the lack of communication on both sides. The introduction of Tate and Missy is fantastic
and just add to the great supporting characters.



One of my favourite parts of the book has got to be the interactions between Sam and a scorned ex of sorts of
Slade's, Jessica. The scene in the bar I was silently cheering 'go girl, throw a punch for me'!

I have to admit that I'm not sure I could cope with a man as possessive as Slade is in this book, though if that
possessive streak led to scenes in the bedroom like in this book. . . . . (fanning myself with a dreamy look on
my face!)

All in all a series to go out and read and I for one cannot wait for book 2.

Please note I was given a copy of this book in exchange for an honest review.

Jenn says

Can't wait for this one to come out. Like everyone else. I was hoping this was gonna be about Josh. But I
also think Jax is going to come back and try and stir the pot

Laura Wilson says

After reading Undescribable I was ready to continue Slade and Samantha's story.

I felt like this started off quite slow, during Sam's mourning for her mother but as she came to terms with her
loss, the story improved for me. I liked the old fiesty Sam more than the one who didn't seem to care,
although it was very understandable after what she went through.

The twists kept me hooked until the end of the book, especially Jessica's messages and Tate's secret. I was
very eager to find out how that would end. I suspected Tate's secret before it was revealed and I'm looking
forward to Samantha's reaction when she also learns the truth. I also want Slade to find out about Jeremy but
I know that he will be furious at Sam for not telling him when it happened.

I often felt like Slade and Samantha used the physical side of their relationship to just bury their problems
instead of sorting through their issues. This seemed a little unrealistic to me. How could Sam be so mad one
minute to begging for Slade the next?

I will definitelybe reading the last installment when it is released. I'm very interested in seeing if they can
overcome the last obstacles that stands in the way of their happy ending. I hope they get the ending they
deserve.

Anyone who loved the first book in this series will enjoy this read. Once again, due to certain content, I'd
recommend this book to people aged 18+. Another five star read!

Annie says

4.5 Star Review



Unbearable picks back up right where Undesricbable leaves off, Shantel Tessier left no questions
unanswered. Like many others I assumed we were getting Josh and Courtney’s story. I figured Slade and
Sam were done! I was wrong. Unbearable was jam packed full of lust, secrets, lies, sex and a whole lot of
drama!

Sam spent her whole life feeling unloved; the one person who is supposed to love you unconditionally bailed
on her, her mother. When Sam learns that sometimes things aren’t what they seem, it is too late. Sam doesn’t
know how to forgive herself for not trying harder to see things for what they truly were, LIES! How can she
grieve for someone you already let go? Sam struggles with accepting life and pushes away Slade, her
handcuff loving sex god of a boyfriend.
Slade has his own past. No matter how much he has changed his whoring ways, the skeletons continuously
keep coming out of the closet. How can he build a relationship with Sam when people keep interfering?

Unbearable has the same amazing characters, and then added a couple new ones in the mix. Including the hot
sexy Tate. WOW! He is a whole lot of sexy, I am pretty sure Shantel plucked him directly out of my
fantasies! I am wishing and hoping he gets his own book. With the good comes the bad! Some of the old
characters in the book come back with a vengeance. They are like a bad case of the crabs and they just won’t
go away and cause nothing but pain and suffering. I seriously wanted to jump inside the book and put a
smack down on a couple of them!

Unbearable was everything I hoped it would be and more. It was an amazing read that never had a dull spot!
I would give it a 4.5 Star.


